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In gauge theories with V+A currents and new leptons, effects that do not separately
conserve the p- and e-lepton numbers are dramatically larger than those predicted in
the pure V-A theories. The branching ratios for p-ey and El, -ep are found to be
comparable to their present experimental limits.

The occurrence of p,-ey, p,-eee, E~-ep, , or
K-mep. decays would signify that the muon and
electron lepton numbers are not separately con-
served. %e report here the result of our investi-
gation in gauge theories of such rare weak proc-
esses, ' as well as the related phenomenon of neu-
trino oscillations v,—v„.

In gauge theories for which the mass eigen-
states are generally not eigenstates with respect
to weak interactions, we would not expect sepa-
rate conservations of p.—and e-leptori numbers.
They may nevertheless hold if the theory has
some extra degeneracy. Consider the standard
SU(2) U(1) gauge theory with only V —A coup-
lings

If neutrino masses are degenerate (in particular,
zero), the "mixing" between neutrinos,

v, = v, (g) =- (cosg) v, + (sing) v„

v„= v, (g) =- —(sing) v, + (cosg) v„

would be meaningless, and we still have separate-
ly conserved p, —and e-lepton numbers. However,
in this pure V -A theory, even if neutrinos have
different masses, all nonconservation effects
will still be extremely suppressed, being always
proportional to the difference between squares of
the neutrino masses hm„=nz„'-m„. In other
words, on a typical mass scale neutrinos are,
for all practical purposes, massless —hence de-
generate.

Recently many authors have suggested that new

leptons, and new quarks beyond charm, exist and
that some of their weak couplings are V+A in na-
ture. The observed V-A character of the weak
interactions is supposed to break down when new

degrees of freedom are excited at high energies.
However, rare decays such as p,—ey and E~-ep,
being higher-order weak processes, can also
probe the structure of weak interactions on an en-
ergy scale characterized by the W-boson mass
M~. Thus the new features of weak-interaction
theories will also manifest themselves in these
rare "low-energy" processes.

To bh specific, consider the following simple
theory':

(2)

with v, = v, (g), v„= v, (g), N, =N, (y), and N„= N(y).
Ny 2 are heavy -lepton mass eigenstates and should
have masses in the GeV range. Now separate p,-
and e-lepton-number nonconservation amplitudes
will be proportional to hm ~ = m ~, —m ~, which
is probably on the order of 1 GeV'. Thus the theo-
ry in (2) would predict decay rates for p.-ey and

E~-ep, much larger than those by the V -A theory
of (1), by a factor' of (Am„'/hm, ')' ~10".

p,-ey decay. —The dominant amplitude corre-
sponds to the two (V+A)(V+A) graphs N=N, and

N, in Fig. 1. To leading order in bm„'/M~', we

(R)

FIG. 1. One-loop diagram for the p, —ep decay medi-
tated by neutral leptons. R stands for the V+A coup-
ling. W's are the gauge bosons, with unitary gauge prop-
agators. We do not explicitly display diagrams with
photon emission from external charged lines. They con-
tribute only to the ep~p~ amplitude which vanishes be-
cause of current conservation.
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(3)

heavy-lepton masses, respectively, and Am, =I,
-m„,' P is a factor of order unity. ' This result is
to be compared with the familiar 2W-exchange
amplitude in E~-p, p, decay':

The (V-A)(V-A) diagrams with N replaced by
neutrinos, being proportional to hm„2/M~', are
totally negligible. Equation (3) yields a decay
rate of

I'„, = (3a/32m)(cosy siny am„M~ ) I'„, (4)

where I'„=G„'m„'/192m' is the p ev-, v„decay
width. For (cosy sinyhm„')'=1 GeV' and M~=50
Gev we get I'„,&/I'„=10 ". This is to be com-
pared with the present experimental limit of 2.2
&10 ' set well over ten years ago.

The amplitude in Eq. (3) is O(eG„M~ '). This
result may be understood with the following heur-
istic argument. The leading terms in the (V
+A)(V+A) amplitudes for each of the diagrams
(N= N„N„. . .) are independent of heavy-lepton
masses, and they cancel. ' For the next leading
terms, which are proportional to m„. , we can
legitimately approximate the 8'-boson propaga-
tors by (q'-M~') '-M~ ', since the remaining
loop integral will still be convergent.

E~-eTI.decay. I'he free-quark graphs are rep-
resented by Fig. 2. There is a four-way cancel-
lation among graphs with uN1, cN„uN„and
ch'2 fermion exchanges: the lepton N,. cancella-
tion (same as the one discussed in p,-ey decay)
plus the Glashow-Iliopoulos-'Maiani (GIM) cancel-
lation. " The resultant amplitude is

gII'~ pe y6 2

with the suppression factor

4m, bm
6 —sing ~ cosg ~ siny cos y

where m, and m„are the (average) quark and

g Eo
d~~+ pp 6

with

We note that the suppression factors in Eqs. (5)
and (6) both have factors of M~ ' and are roughly
of the same order of magnitude. Because of the
GIM mechanism, the cancellation between N lep-
ton propagatoxs does not introduce further severe
suPPression factors Keep. ing in mind terms like
(cosy siny)' and the fact that 2W contribution to
E~-pp is slightly smaller than the 2y diagrams,
we estimate the branching ratio I'~,„/I"»KL eP

1() -a~ /~ 10-~o so
KL, ~pp K ~

The effective quark interaction for E'-p'ep, is
the same as Eq. (5). Putting it between the ha-
dronic states of E and g, we can relate it to the
&» form factors. ' This way we obtain

2 2~E+~It+e+ If . g ~
yp -10

PK+ 0 + 16+ sine

which leads to a branching ratio of I'~ „„/I'~+
~ yp -11

Our results, together with present experimen-
tal limits, are summarized in Table I. These
numerical estimates are given purely for illustra-
tive purposes; they are clearly sensitive to the
precise values of the mixing angle and heavy-lep-
ton masses.

Neutrino oscillations. —Neutrino oscillations
can take place if separate conservation of p,- and

TABLE I. Summary of our results vs experimental
limits. All the branching ratios are proportional to
(sing cosy Am&') which, for order-of-magnitude esti-
mates, we took to be 1 GeV .

U$C N), p
Process Our estimates Experimental bound

Fpo. 2. Free-quark diagrams for the &—ep decay
in a theory with V+A. currents.

p, —ey
p —3e
Kg ejLt,Z'- x'ep

10 "
10 "
10
10

& 2.2x 10 (Ref. 4)
& 6 x 10 ~ (Ref. 11)
&1.6x10 ~ (Ref. 12)
& 1.4x 10 8 (Ref. 13)
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e-lepton numbers does not hold and if neutrinos
have different masses. ' We shall present here
an attempt to estimate the oscillation length:
l „,=4', /hm„' (where p, is the neutrino beam
momentum and ~m,' is the difference between
the squares of the neutrino masses).

The mass scale of elementary fermions seems
to be on the order of 1 QeV as given by the heavy
quarks and heavy leptons. The neutrino masses
are so extremely small that we find it hard to be-
lieve that it is not zero in some sense. We shall
assume that they are massless in the absence of
weak interactions. In the usual V —A theory [Eq.
(1)], the neutrino will stay massless to all or-
ders; hence, there will be no oscillation. But in
many theories with both V —A and t/'+A currents,
higher-order weak processes will naturally bring
about their masses and mixings. ""

Again, to be specific, consider the theory in
Eq. (2) together with

(8)

The mass (or mixing) terms have helicity struc-
ture of the left-right type. The lowest-possible-
order contributions to neutrino masses and mix-
ings are the two-loop diagrams. We ean then
make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the gen-
eral neutrino-mass matrix element

=10 'eP. (9)

The numerical result is based on the estimates
g(8, y) =10 ' and m„/m„=1, and an "educated"
guess" of In(A'/Mw') =10 '. Thus for a 40-GeV
neutrino beam, the oscillation length will be about
104 km.

Details of our calculations, more precise dis-
cussion of the theoretical assumptions, and ex-
tensions to theories with Majorana particles will
be presented in a forthcoming paper. "

We would like to thank Professor Lincoln Wolf-
enstein for helpful discussions and continual en-
couragement.

Note added. —J. D. Bjorken, K. Lane, and
S. Weinberg in a forthcoming paper make the fol-
lowing very interesting observation about the
model in Eq. (2). If the charged-lepton masses
arise from gauge-invariant bare terms and/or
the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs scalar
singlet, there will be uniquely determined mix-
ings among the left-handed neutrinos and heavy

leptons. A set of "left-right" diagrams similar
to Fig. 1 for the p.-ey process then exists. These
new diagrams increase the decay rate in Eq. (4)
by a factor of 25. Our independent computation
agrees with this conclusion. We thank these auth-
ors for communicating their results to us prior
to publication. We are also grateful to F. Wile-
zek and A. Zee for pointing out an error in the
original manuscript of this paper.
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The elastic-scattering angular distribution of 90-MeV ' 0 on ' %' exhibits a dramatic
deviation from the typical Fresnel shape, which cannot be reproduced by standard opti-
cal-model calculations. The effect, a decrease in the elastic cross section below the
Rutherford cross section even at forward angles, is due primarily to Coulomb excitation,
and will be even more pronounced for heavier projectiles.

Recent analyses of two-nucleon transfer reac-
tions induced by heavy ions on deformed rare-
earth targets have shown the necessity of explic-
itly including the strong coupling within the ground-
state rotational band (GSB) in order to reproduce
the observed angular distributions. ' The present
experiment was undertaken to look for evidence
of this strong coupling in the elastic-scattering
angular distributions.

The typical angular distribution for heavy-ion
elastic scattering has a form characteristic of
Fresnel diffraction (see, e.g. , the "0+"'Pb data
in Fig. 1). Most previous measurements of heavy-
ion "elastic scattering" from deformed targets
have obtained similar angular distributions, but
have suffered from energy resolution insufficient
to resolve low-lying members of the GSB from
the ground state. ' Recently, a survey of elastic
scattering of "C ions from various Nd isotopes, '
in which the 2+ states were resolved, revealed a
systematic damping of the oscillations in the ra-
tio a„/vR„,„with increasing target deformation.
The angular distributions were still of the Fres-
nel diffraction form, however. In this Letter we
demonstrate that, for projectiles with sufficient-
ly large Z, inelastic excitation can drastically
modify the shape of the elastic-scattering angu-
lar distribution, even at angles well forward of
the grazing angle.

The experiments were performed with 70-MeV
and 9O-MeV 0 beams from the Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) tandem Van de Graaff
facility. Great care was taken to minimize mo-
tion of the beam spot on the target since elastic

scattering can be quite sensitive to small varia-
tions in scattering angle. The beam position was
monitored by two silicon surface-barrier detec-
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FIG. 1. Elastic-scattering angular distributions. Er-
ror bars represent random errors arising from statis-
tics and uncertainties in fitting to the peaks. The
curves are coupled-channels calculations using the pa-
rameters of Table I. Inset: A typical position spec-
trum from the focal-plane detector, showing the clear
resolution of the ground and first excited states in
184~


